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Six Poets Hardy To Larkin An
Anthology By Alan Bennett
Characterized by the author's understatement, observation
and knowing irony, these six Alan Bennett monologues were
written for the second BBC1 series of Talking Heads, the first
having been transmitted 11 years earlier, in 1987.
For the first time, Faber publish a selection from the poetry of
Philip Larkin. Drawing on Larkin's four collections and on his
uncollected poems. Chosen by Martin Amis. 'Many poets
make us smile; how many poets make us laugh - or, in that
curious phrase, "laugh out loud" (as if there's another way of
doing it)? Who else uses an essentially conversational idiom
to achieve such a variety of emotional effects? Who else
takes us, and takes us so often, from sunlit levity to
mellifluous gloom?... Larkin, often, is more than memorable:
he is instantly unforgettable.' - Martin Amis
A collection of poetry addressed to Hughes's late wife, poet
Sylvia Plath, reexamines the psychological breakdown that
led to both some of her greatest poems and to her untimely
death. Reprint.
A poignant family memoir offering a portrait of his parents'
marriage and recalling his Leeds childhood, Christmases with
Grandma Peel, and the lives, loves and deaths of his
unforgettable aunties Kathleen and Myra.
From Alan Bennett, the author of The Madness of King
George, come two stories about the strange nature of
possessions...or the lack of them. In the nationally bestselling
novel The Clothes They Stood Up In, the staid Ransomes
return from the opera to find their Regent’s Park flat stripped
bare--right down to the toilet-paper roll. Free of all their
earthly belongings, the couple faces a perplexing question:
Who are they without the things they’ve spent a lifetime
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accumulating? Suddenly a world of unlimited, frightening
possibility opens up before them. In “The Lady in the Van,”
which The Village Voice called “one of the finest bursts of
comic writing the twentieth century has produced,” Bennett
recounts the strange life of Miss Shepherd, a London
eccentric who parked her van (overstuffed with decades’
worth of old clothes, oozing batteries, and kitchen utensils still
in their original packaging) in the author’s driveway for more
than fifteen years. A mesmerizing portrait of an outsider with
an acquisitive taste and an indomitable spirit, this biographical
essay is drawn with equal parts fascination and compassion.
In this unique poetry anthology, 100 grown men - bestselling
authors, poets laureate, actors, producers and other
prominent figures from the arts, sciences and politics, share
the poems that have moved them to tears.
A beautiful collectable box set, published to celebrate the
80th birthday of Alan Bennett, May 2014.
A richly enjoyable play by one of the nation's finest
writers.
'Thinking Betty was in the bath Graham was
watching a late-night programme on Channel 4
called Footballers with Their Shirts Off when she
unexpectedly came in on the trail of the hairdryer. "I
didn't know you were interested in football," said
Betty.' No one must ever find out that Graham is 'not
the marrying sort'. Certainly not his wife, or his
mother. As sex, blackmail and fanatical tidiness take
over the West Yorkshire parish of Alwoodley, an
unlikely caper unfolds.
Alan Bennett's first play since the runaway
international success of The History Boys.
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A captivating exploration of A. E. Housman and the
influence of his particular brand of Englishness A. E.
Housman’s A Shropshire Lad made little impression
when it was first published in 1896 but has since
become one of the best-loved volumes of poetry in
the English language. Its evocation of the English
coun - tryside, thwarted love, and a yearning for
things lost is as potent today as it was more than a
century ago, and the book has never been out of
print. In Housman Country, Peter Parker explores
the lives of A. E. Housman and his most famous
book, and in doing so shows how A Shropshire Lad
has permeated English life and culture since its
publication. The poems were taken to war by
soldiers who wanted to carry England in their
pockets, were adapted by composers trying to create
a new kind of English music, and have influ - enced
poetry, fiction, music, and drama right up to the
present day. Everyone has a personal “land of lost
content” with “blue remembered hills,” and
Housman has been a tangible and far-reaching
presence in a startling range of work, from the war
poets and Ralph Vaughan Williams to Inspector
Morse and Morrissey. Housman Country is a vivid
exploration of England and Englishness, in which
Parker maps out terrain that is as historical and
emotional as it is topographical.
A wonderfully entertaining collection of Alan
Bennett's writings, and the companion volume to
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Untold Stories.
In this personal anthology, Alan Bennett has chosen
over a hundred poems by six well-loved poets,
discussing the writers and their verse in his
customary conversational style through anecdote,
shrewd appraisal and spare but telling biographical
detail. Speaking with candour about his own
reactions to the work, Alan Bennett creates profound
and witty portraits of Thomas Hardy, A E Housman,
John Betjeman, W H Auden, Louis MacNeice and
Philip Larkin, all the more enjoyable for being in his
own particular voice. Signed edition.
An unruly bunch of bright, funny sixth-form boys in
pursuit of sex, sport and a place at university. A
maverick English teacher at odds with the young and
shrewd supply teacher. A headmaster obsessed with
results; a history teacher who thinks he's a fool. In
Alan Bennett's screenplay, staff room rivalry and the
anarchy of adolescence provoke insistent questions
about history and how you teach it; about education
and its purpose. Fox Searchlight Pictures, DNA and
the BBC have joined forces to bring the National
Theatre's award-winning production of The History
Boys to the big screen, directed by Nicholas Hytner
from a script adapted for the screen by Alan Bennett.
The inimitable Alan Bennett selects and comments
upon six favorite poets and the pleasures of their
works In this candid, thoroughly engaging book, Alan
Bennett creates a unique anthology of works by six
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well-loved poets. Freely admitting his own youthful
bafflement with poetry, Bennett reassures us that the
poets and poems in this volume are not only
accessible but also highly enjoyable. He then
proceeds to prove irresistibly that this is so. Bennett
selects more than seventy poems by Thomas Hardy,
A. E. Housman, John Betjeman, W. H. Auden, Louis
MacNeice, and Philip Larkin. He peppers his
discussion of these writers and their verse with
anecdotes, shrewd appraisal, and telling
biographical detail: Hardy lyrically recalls his first
wife, Emma, in his poetry, although he treated her
shabbily in real life. The fabled Auden was a
formidable and off-putting figure at the lectern.
Larkin, hoping to subvert snooping biographers,
ordered personal papers shredded upon his death.
Simultaneously profound and entertaining, Bennett's
book is a paean to poetry and its creators, made all
the more enjoyable for being told in his own
particular voice. its creators, made all the more
enjoyable for being told in his own particular voice.
When a rare medical condition makes King George
III act in an increasingly irrational manner, the Prince
of Wales is determined to become Regent
"The Untold Stories" it's a collection of many untold
stories in our day to day life. It's an Anthology that
comprises different poems,quotes,short stories and
sketches.Our writer's have expressed their untold
emotions under different themes in four different
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languages English,Tamil,Kannada,Hindi. It's a team
work of English,Tamil,Kannada,Hindi writers and
artists from all over India.This book was compiled by
Ms. Keshavi Sridhar and presented by Ms. Danica
Rayen. Words are the gateway of some hidden or
untold emotions.Some emotions are kept secret but
when the time is up it will be expressed soulfully.
Here's some expressed emotions. Do read!!!
The inimitable Alan Bennett selects and comments
upon six favorite poets and the pleasures of their
works In this candid, thoroughly engaging book, Alan
Bennett creates a unique anthology of works by six
well-loved poets. Freely admitting his own youthful
bafflement with poetry, Bennett reassures us that the
poets and poems in this volume are not only
accessible but also highly enjoyable. He then
proceeds to prove irresistibly that this is so. Bennett
selects more than seventy poems by Thomas Hardy,
A. E. Housman, John Betjeman, W. H. Auden, Louis
MacNeice, and Philip Larkin. He peppers his
discussion of these writers and their verse with
anecdotes, shrewd appraisal, and telling
biographical detail: Hardy lyrically recalls his first
wife, Emma, in his poetry, although he treated her
shabbily in real life. The fabled Auden was a
formidable and off-putting figure at the lectern.
Larkin, hoping to subvert snooping biographers,
ordered personal papers shredded upon his death.
Simultaneously profound and entertaining, Bennett’s
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book is a paean to poetry and its creators, made all
the more enjoyable for being told in his own
particular voice. its creators, made all the more
enjoyable for being told in his own particular voice.
A revelatory, intimate, and sympathetic study of
Philip Larkin, an iconic poet and a much
misunderstood man, offering fresh understanding of
the interplay of his life and work. Philip Larkin
(1922-1985) is one of the most beloved poets in
English. Yet after his death a largely negative image
of the man himself took hold; he has been portrayed
as a racist, a misogynist and a narcissist. Now Larkin
scholar James Booth, for seventeen years a
colleague of the poet's at the University of Hull,
offers a very different portrait. Drawn from years of
research and a wide variety of Larkin's friends and
correspondents, this is the most comprehensive
portrait of the poet yet published. Booth traces the
events that shaped Larkin in his formative years,
from his early life when his his political instincts were
neutralised by exposure to his father's controversial
Nazi values. He studies how the academic
environment and the competition he felt with
colleagues such as Kingsley Amis informed not only
Larkin's poetry, but also his little-known ambitions as
a novelist. Through the places and people Larkin
encountered over the course of his life, including
Monica Jones, with whom he had a tumultuous but
enduring relationship, Booth pieces together an
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image of a rather reserved and gentle man, whose
personality-and poetry--have been misinterpreted by
decades of academic study. Philip Larkin: Life, Art
and Love reveals the man behind the words as he
has never been seen before.
Six PoetsHardy to Larkin : an AnthologyYale
University Press
A British Labour M.P., ten years into his second
marriage, feels tethered in a time of change. He is
distrustful on the one hand of the "mawkish
mentality" of the young and, on the other, of the
encroaching motorway life of the middle aged who
can look forward to nothing more than the fairly
imminent end of a not so very interesting road. "The
play is a small jewel of bewilderment and regret." -
London Sunday Times
1956: a defining year that heralded the modern
era.Britain and France occupied Suez, and the
Soviet Union tanks rolled into Hungary. Nikita
Khrushchev's 'secret speech' exposed the crimes of
Stalin, and the Royal Court Theatre unveiled John
Osborne's Look Back in Anger. Rock 'n' roll music
was replacing the gentle pop songs of Mum and
Dad's generation, and it was the first full year of
independent television.As post-war assumptions
were shattered, the upper middle class was shaken
and the communist left was shocked, radical new
ideas about sex, skiffle and socialism emerged, and
attitudes shifted on an unprecedented scale -
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precipitated by the decline of Attlee's Britain and the
first intimations of Thatcher's.From politics and
conflict to sport and entertainment, this extraordinary
book transports us back in time on a whirlwind
journey through the history, headlines and
happenings of this most momentous of years, vividly
capturing the revolutionary spirit of 1956 - the year
that changed Britain.
This second volume of plays by Alan Bennett
includes his two Kafka plays, one an hilarious
comedy, the other a profound and searching drama.
Also included is An Englishman Abroad and A
Question of Attribution. The fascination of these two
plays lies in the way they question our accepted
notions of treachery and, in different ways, make a
sympathetic case for Guy Burgess and Anthony
Blunt.
The Shielding of Mrs ForbesGraham Forbes is a
disappointment to his mother, who thinks that if he
must have a wife, he should have done better.
Though her own husband isn't all that satisfactory
either. Still, this is Alan Bennett, so what is
happening in the bedroom (and in lots of other
places too) is altogether more startling, perhaps
shocking, and ultimately more true to people's
predilections.The Greening of Mrs Donaldson Mrs
Donaldson is a conventional middle-class woman
beached on the shores of widowhood after a
marriage that had been much like many others:
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happy to begin with, then satisfactory and finally dull.
But when she decides to take in two lodgers, her
mundane life becomes much more stimulating ...
Funny, touching and real, this second collection of
Alan Bennett's classic work for television from the
late 1970s and early 1980s is full of fine
observations of life as it is lived. Often imitated but
never equalled, Bennett's work is a masterclass in
how to write for the small screen and gives as much
enjoyment in the reading as it did in the viewing. The
television plays included in this volume are Our
Winnie, All Day on the Sands, One Fine Day, Marks,
Say Something Happened, Rolling Home and
Intensive Care. This volume also contains a new
general introduction by Alan Bennett. A companion
volume of Alan Bennett's work from the 1970s is
published as Me, I'm Afraid of Virginia Woolf.
The Old Crowd A Private Function Prick Up Your
Ears 102 Boulevard Haussmann The Madness of
King George Starring characters as diverse as
George III, Marcel Proust, Joe Orton, and a pig
called Betty, Alan Bennett's masterful work for the
screen gives as much enjoyment in the reading as it
did in the viewing. This classic collection contains a
new essay by Alan Bennett, besides the original
introductions to A Private Function, Prick Up Your
Ears and The Madness of King George. Two
companion volumes of Alan Bennett's TV plays are
published as Me, I'm Afraid of Virginia Woolf and
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Rolling Home.
A collection of comic sketches.
A collection of four Alan Bennett plays, with an
introduction by the author which describes the
background to their writing and performance.
The Queen of England comes across a travelling
library and ends up taking out a novel. One read
leads to another and a passion awakes, resulting in
a decline of her public duties.
- What were you in life? - In life, as you put it, I was a
schoolmaster. The Beth, an old fashioned cradle-to-
grave hospital serving a town on the edge of the
Pennines, is threatened with closure as part of an
NHS efficiency drive. As Dr Valentine and Sister
Gilchrist attend to the patients, a documentary crew,
eager to capture its fight for survival, follows the daily
struggle to find beds on the Dusty Springfield
Geriatric Ward. Meanwhile, the old people's choir, in
readiness for next week's concert, is in full swing,
augmented by the arrival of Mrs Maudsley, aka
Pudsey Nightingale. Alan Bennett's Allelujah!
opened at the Bridge Theatre, London, in July 2018.
With an introduction by Alan Bennett.
** Ebook available for pre-order now -- released 8
July 2020 ** Two brand-new monologues in the
Talking Heads series, as seen on BBC1 and iPlayer
'Given the opportunity to revisit the characters from
Talking Heads I've added a couple more, both of
them ordinary women whom life takes by surprise.
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They just about end up on top and go on, but without
quite knowing how. Still, they're in good company,
and at least they've made it into print.' Alan Bennett's
twelve Talking Heads are acknowledged
masterworks by one of our most highly acclaimed
writers. Some thirty years after the original six,
Bennett has written Two Besides, a pair of
monologues. Each, in its way, is a devastating
portrait of grief. In An Ordinary Woman, a mother
suffers the inevitable consequences when she
makes life intolerable for herself and her family by
falling for her own flesh and blood; while The Shrine
tells the story behind a makeshift roadside shrine,
introducing us to Lorna, bearing witness in her high-
vis jacket, the bereft partner of a dedicated biker with
a surprising private life. The two new Talking Heads
were recorded for the BBC during the exceptional
circumstances of coronavirus lockdown in the spring
of 2020, directed by Nicholas Hytner and performed
by Sarah Lancashire and Monica Dolan. The book
contains a substantial preface by Nicholas Hytner
and an introduction to each, by Alan Bennett.
The Social Services Department of the council is
preparing a register of the elderly in the area and
eager but green June Potter (recently transferred
from Transport) is despatched to gather information
while obtaining some hands-on experience. Mam
and Dad are in their sixties and therefore must be in
need of registering - but Mam and Dad, perfectly '
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alert', able-bodied and streetwise, have no intention
of being registered. Thrown by Mam's no-nonsense
approach the increasingly desperate June resorts to
Mr Farquarson 's detailed notes on Conduct of
Interviews while Mam sorts her out. This highly
comic, ironic look at patronizing bureaucracy was
first televisied in 1982 starring Thoro Hird, Hugh
Lloyd and Julie Waiters and is now available for the
stage.
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